School Motto - ‘Your Caring Neighbourhood School’ is underpinned by strong values of respect and honesty. The school community values
people’s strengths and this ensures that everyone works together to foster a sense of belonging and commitment.’
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Dear Parents and Caregivers,
NAPLAN
Last week our Year 3, 5 and 7 students and staff were involved in NAPLAN testing. Students approached
the week positively and did their ‘personal best effort’ in the assessments. I’d like to acknowledge staff for the very
organised and supportive manner in which they guided students through the week. Our students were simply fantastic
with the way they approached their learning and changes to the normal routines.
Outdoor Nature Play:
Outside natural play spaces are great to explore, our students are loving the nature play program with Mrs Linnell and are utilising our new
nature playspace……...we are seeing students take risks, share spaces, make friends, be creative and most importantly enjoy playtimes.
What you should know…….
 In Australia 87% of children spend more time playing indoors than outside.
 Children 8-12 years old spend nearly half of their free time plugged into technology but report they prefer outdoor play and want to spend
more time playing with their parents/caregivers.
 Getting active outdoors has real benefits to children in terms of their physical and mental health.
 Local councils have a wide range of parks, playgrounds, bike paths and walking trails.
Activity habits of our children………
 Children need at least 60 minutes of moderate to vigorous physical activity each day.
 63% of South Australian children do not meet the guidelines for sufficient physical activity, but children are not alone, with 59% of South
Australian adults also not meeting the guidelines for adults of at least 30 minutes per day of physical activity.
 South Australian children spend an average of 4.5 hours a day in front of a screen, exceeding the national average by half an hour, yet our
children spend less than two hours a day outside.

Kind Regards
Dan Jarrad - School Principal

Upcoming Events

Want to win a new
bike???
The ‘Attendance
Challenge’ is coming...

#PositiveeducationatEGPS

24/5

Assembly

26/5

SAPSASA
Boys Soccer and Girls
Netball

Wk 4

Reconciliation Week

31/5

Scouts Sustainability
Program

WANTED — Shoe Boxes!!!
Rooms 12, 13, 1 & 3 will be working with
CARCLEW on a 5 week project reflecting the
Character strengths of Perspective, Curiosity and Creativity. We have the
famous
Heidi Kenyon working with our students!!
If you have any shoe boxes we would love
to have them! Can you please drop them off
at Room 8.
It is amazing with a Growth Mindset and
some Creativity what you can do!!!
We look forward to showing you in the near
future!
Thank you!
Positive Education

Maths at school today is very different to the way we all learned maths at school. Instead of just telling
a child ‘how to do it,’ we ask them a series of questions that get them to work it out for themselves. This
creates an ‘aha’ moment that sticks in their brains. Three important things to remember when learning
maths with your child:
1.

Instead of telling them the answer, ask questions to encourage their thinking

2.

If your child gives you a weird answer, its probably a habit they already believe. Try to get them
to explain their answer and see if it makes sense rather than just telling them they are wrong.

3.

Memorisation is very important, HOWEVER if your child is having trouble understanding a concept
then memorisation is not likely to help. They need to know WHY rather than just doing more of the
same thing over and over.

Read the next newsletter to find out ways to help your child build numeracy.

